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Mon Very quiet day, Seniors and Juniors finished down with few exceptions.The main hit for the Seniors comes from BitCoin and Bund while for Juniors the worst 
performance comes from US short end and BTP.

Tues Solid up day for both Senior and Junior traders. No major news release.

Wed FOMC Quiet trading into the event - Fed delivered in line with expectation $15bn/m taper (it does have flexibility to be faster) emphasis on it not being time to raise rates 
and soft push back on pricing - muted performance best opportunity gold reversal through range when bear steepening led by short end came in shortly after 
start of presser. Both senior and juniors performed well on LAGARDE comment (ECB TO ANNOUNCE POST-CRISIS BOND-BUYING TERMS IN DEC). During 
fomc both junior and seniors finished down with very few exceptions. The main loss was taken in the 5y

Thur BOE No hike and only 2 voted for hike despite Bailey and Pill hawkish comments throughout October. Focus went onto short end bonds but main move in Cable 
technically broke significant low 1.3606 and 1.3575 and continued typical drop 'smoking chimney' move. Flattening from short end throughput afternoon Gilt 
broke 87 highs - senior performance struggled initially and then recovered later in session. On average pretty flat performance for both Seniors and Juniors.

Fri NFP Main focus on NFP after quiet start to the week, beat again - highest inflation since 1990 - consistent gold reversal came quicker than last month and huge 
continuation - technically very good for it on break of 1837 up to 59 and 68 next targets. This as curve bear flattening cam in pricing faster rate hikes Euro and 
gold correlate initial again but Euro then follows short end through afternoon

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week One 01/11/2021 to 05/11/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week One 01/11/2021 to 05/11/2021 
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Mon No major outline performance, Both technical and fundamental traders finished small down.

Tues Technical traders overperformed Fundamentals traders. Best  performance from Technical traders comes from 
Bund.

Wed Although Fundamental traders did very good during the morning following the Lagarde comment they gave all 
back and more during FOMC. 

Thur Worst day of the week for Fundamental traders that were aiming for a much more sustainable move following 
the BoE statement. Technical traders did much better and overperformed Fundamental, they only played first 
leg of the move without holding.

Fri Fundamental traders overperformed technical traders over the NFP release. Most of the profit coming from 
Bund.



Mon Fed News and WTI 
news

Juniors have lost on Clarida comments (please see next slide for details) and were not able to recover after that on CL news or on technical 
patterns, in contrast, Seniors also lost on Clarida but were to finish around flat over the day.

Tues One senior trader lost on ES on the short side on a range market that did not break. Quiet day in terms of performance from Juniors.

Wed US CPI Seniors took CPI trade mostly on GC, one senior took CPI bullish momentum on BUND, one Junior took a winner on GE and outperformed.

Thur Remembrance day After very busy and positive day on CPI, Thursday was the most quiet day of the week, one Senior did underperformed on CL and FESX, 
Juniors were not active.

Fri Seniors and Juniors are showing same activity with same negative results, mainly on Equities for seniors and GC for Juniors. One Junior 
overperformed on NG (Nat Gas).

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Two 08/11/2021 to 12/11/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Two 08/11/2021 to 12/11/2021 
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Mon Fundamentals traders lost on ZF after Clarida comments was misinterpreted with start of headline hawkish pointing out first hike end 2022 
and then end of tweet saying not ready yet. (Tweet “FED VICE CHAIR CLARIDA: BENCHMARKS FOR RATE HIKES COULD BE MET BY 
END OF 2022, THOUGH FED STILL "A WAYS AWAY" FROM CONSIDERING LIFT OFF FROM CURRENT NEAR ZERO LEVEL”
Fundamentals traders able to be positive on CL sell off after rumors on SPR from white house “U.S. ENERGY SECRETARY GRANHOLM 
SAYS BIDEN LOOKING AT OPTIONS TO ADDRESS COST OF GASOLINE AT THE PUMP -MSNBC INTERVIEW”

Tues The technical traders under performed on equities on lack of volatility

Wed CPI enable a key Major weekly level to be broken at 1838, so technical and Fundamentals Traders have been able to take advantage of CPI. 
Also note the Key US Treasuries Auction at 6.00pm that witness, euro, cable and US Treasuries to break down fast. ES traded down from 
6.00 PM and formed a more bearish pattern with each pull back on previous lows

Thur Technicals underperforming in range day overall on Bank in some Continental European countries, Fundamentals were not active

Fri Technicals underperformed on lack of volatility on equities when FESX was close to break year highs but did not achieve it, 
Technical break down on weekly lows on NG.



Mon Main event was reverse in treasuries and equity although moves have never had real pace in it. 
Senior did ok on BoE comment during treasury committee. Junior struggled, Main gain come from L and R while main lost was in Oil, very 
choppy.

Tues Another quiet day with little performance. Equities continue to grind higher. Strange move in bonds in afternoon as US bonds sold Buxl stuck 
to the lows whilst Schatz traded at highs. Limited reaction to retail sales.

Wed Extremely tight ranges - spike overnight in Euro and break out on oil on the downside.

Thur Another very quiet day Thursday - some attempts to sell Oil but lacked continuation, less traders were involved best performances from 
those doing less RTs.

Fri Friday dictated by news on German lock down that was later denied - biggest move in Oil (most directly affected) but most traded EU stocks 
and bonds Senior outperformed juniors on the denial comment.

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Three 15/11/2021 to 19/11/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Three 15/11/2021 to 19/11/2021 
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Mon Fundamental overpermoed technical traders thanks Bailey comment during treasury committee. Technical 
traders struggled.

Tues Flat day for Fundamental traders while technical traders had a solid up day. Most of the profit came from a 
reversal trade on Gold.

Wed Down day for Fundamental traders that struggled mainly in the Canada Bond space, while technical traders 
were able to take advantage of the break down in oil.

Thur Down day for both Fundamental and Technical traders, big loss taken on L from Fundamental  while technical 
lost mainly In Spoo.

Fri Big up day for both Fundamental and Technical traders on the back of the german lockdown news plus the 
denial. Most of the profit coming from Bund and Europe equity. 



Mon Main event was reverse in treasuries and equity although moves have never had real pace in it. 
Senior did ok on BoE comment during treasury committee. Junior struggled, Main gain come from L and R while main lost was in Oil, very 
choppy

Tues Quiet day with little performance. Equities continue to grind higher. Strange move in bonds in afternoon as US bonds sold Buxl stuck to the 
lows whilst Schatz traded at highs. Limited reaction to retail sales.

Wed Another quiet day with little performance. Market conditions characterized by lack of direction. Senior traders had a down day. Bigger loser 
come from Euro Stoxx and Bund while Juniors were able to finish up, most of their profit come from Euro Stoxx.

Thur Holiday - Thanksgiving Day

Fri Holiday - Thanksgiving Day

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Four 22/11/2021 to 26/11/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Four 22/11/2021 to 26/11/2021 
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13.15

Oil

Mon Solid up day for Fundamental traders while flat day for Technical Traders that gave up a big chunk of their 
profit in Gold.

Tues Solid up day for both Technical and Fundamental traders. Main profit coming for the trend day We had in Oil.

Wed Down day for both Technical and Fundamental traders. Very choppy price action.

Thur Holiday - Thanksgiving Day

Fri Holiday - Thanksgiving Day



Mon After Thanksgiving and Black Friday sell off in equities on discovery of new variant, CL drop 11 $ and ES drop 
125$ , with reassuring news over the week-end from South African sources about mild effect, best opportunities 
was the open on Sunday night at 11.00 PM UK with long ES and CL taken by Seniors traders , Juniors missed 
as they are not trading at this time of the day.

Tues Outperforming 
day

Last day of the month, always a key day for the inhouse guys, with cash close sell off patterns, but this time 
Powell hawkish was the main driver, all Seniors and most Juniors took short position on GC and ZF mainly, not 
many have been able to take the 6E and ES.

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Five 29/11/2021 to 30/11/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Five 29/11/2021 to 30/11/2021
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Mon Technical traders overperformed Fundamentals traders mainly thanks by 
the liquidation move we saw in oil in the afternoon. 

Tues Fundamentals overperformed slightly on the day but overall, majority of 
traders overperformed the average normal day profit. Some Technicals 
traders gain on short positions on CL on break down at 1.30 PM UK.



Coach’s Corner summary of the Month

Reg A back loaded month in terms of performance as stories developed of mandatory vaccines in Europe and Austria lockdown on 19th. This narrative was further enhanced and 
volatility increased with the advent of Omicron during the Thanksgiving holiday resulting in the last 3 days of the month equalling 85% of total monthly P+L. NO 
groundbreaking Central Bank news from 3 meetings early month but Powell re-nomination and the ‘retiring transitory’ comment on final produced large moves particularly in 
Gold 

Equities: Rally continued during first week of month then stagnation through OPEX week until volatility increased creating sell off into THanksgiving and month end. EU 
equities ground higher until OPEX and then gave back all Nov and most Oct gains wheres S+P only gave back Nov 

Worst performance market of the month ES although performance skewed by mre technical traders early month and part recovered later in the month. Significant 
move into month end now opens up more volatility  

Bonds: EU bonds significantly outperformed the US. Strong rally in longer end of europe  vs chopy non-directional US bonds which overall bear flattened on Powell 
re-nomination and talk of rates hikes coming sooner

Choppy nature and constant curve movement created difficulties for all traders in US bonds particularly over data and the Fed whilst Bund was best performing 
market of the month for traders playing the directional moves and using it to trade Austria news 

Oil : Had ground higher, weekly 1 timeframing since early August - choppy volatility throughout the month until final week - direction became very clear greater lockdown 
risks brought about the largest drops in Oil 

Flat performance in Oil until the final week of the month, fundamental traders used it as a method to trade the lockdown story based on past experience. Junior 
traders picked up on Oil trade quickest on Austria lockdown whilst many others 

Gold: Early month strong reversal of down move on Fed and repeat pattern on NFP for break above 1815 month accelerated by CPI - mian move in Gold all coming on data 
and choppy trade thereafter. Mid month grind higher and leg down started and accelerated by Powell renomination. Limited movement on lockdown stories although failing 
to rally as it did in March 2020. Break down on ‘retiring transitory’ comments 

Very much a market for the fundamental traders will most performance coming on Central Bank related news, technically difficult throughout the month

Currencies: Dollar strength throughout the month until final week - repatriation of fund and relief from move gave particularly good technical opportunities in EURUSD 
following a similar pattern to March 2020. Cable provided fundamental opportunities on BoE comments and picked up on well by Junior traders

To sum up, what started as a quiet month with a clear fundamental map going into the end of the year starting with tricky opportunities on Central Banks became a volatile 
month with new stories changing the narrative and bringing questions for CBs in their December meetings.


